
CardHub Introduction

For Issuers



We believe that the products and services you need, 
those ones that are unique to you, should always be 

within your reach. 

That's why we're changing the way people access stuff. 
Forever. And we are starting with one of the most 

avoidable pain points: card replacement.

Our smart hubs create biodegradable bank cards on 
demand and securely recycle toxic PVC cards. 

Plus we can install and operate them anywhere.



SA Systems

Local Creation
We are changing the way consumers access stuff. Forever.
Our system is changing models of manufacturing and delivery as we know 
them and giving priority to local creation, putting an end to stock waste and 
delivery lag time, and providing consumers with more control and choice. 

Local Creation Sustainable 
Manufacturing Control and Choice



Our smart hubs print biodegradable bank 
cards on demand, open 24/7 at convenient 
locations or in a bank branch. CardHub.

Globally, each year billions of people order a new or replacement 
bank card that they need right away. These cards need to be 
personalised and securely delivered to them.

The current solution is inefficient for both consumers and banks - 
billions of days are wasted waiting, billions are spent by banks on 
postage and billions are lost through missed card revenue and card 
fraud. 

In the UK, CardHub recycles old cards, puts an end to the 2.3 billion 
miles travelled to deliver new and replacement ones each year and 
saves on the £109 million annual cost of lost, stolen and postal card 
fraud. Four years in your wallet to 400 years in landfill makes no 
sense: at SA Systems, we are closing the loop on plastic cards.

Increased card 
activation rates

50% > 82%

Our platform is set to transform how any personalised item is created and 
distributed. We already impact card issuers in the following ways.

Our instant card issuance solution is proven to 
increase card activation rates from an average of 50% 
up to 82%.

Reduced customer 
waiting times

4 days > 2 mins

Our solution creates a new card from blank in less 
than 2 minutes. Significantly faster than waiting 4 
days through the post. Instant gratification on 
demand.

Reduced costs to 
acquire a customer

by up to 80%
Our solution improves new account activation rates 
and reduces the end to end cost of acquiring a new 
customer by as much as 80%.

Card non receipt fraud 
rates.

Eliminated
Our solution authenticates a customer when they 
receive a new card. As a result it eliminates card 
non-receipt fraud.

Reduced costs to issue 
a new card

54%
Our solution is typically 5 times cheaper than 
expedited delivery and typically works out c. 54% 
cheaper than standard central issuance.



Introduction

How it works

A short video overview of the 
CardHub unit and mobile banking 
integration.

https://vimeo.com/342291678


Instantly issue a plastic card

For collection from any machine where and 
when the consumer chooses on their terms. 

Customers order biodegradable cards through 
their banking app or on the machine.

Instantly issue a virtual card

Push provision cards from output plastic card 
file to OEM Pays and Wearable Pays. Virtual 

card is pushed into their mobile wallet in 
seconds.

Auto-renew subscriptions

We will enable customers to automatically 
renew tokenized subscriptions (Netflix, Spotify 
etc) by redirecting their existing tokens to the 

new card credentials.

Coming soon
Acquire customers

Integrate with marketing activities or 
distribution partners to acquire new 

customers. Promote on screen and instantly 
activate new accounts with a new working 

card.

Recycle and Reduce

CardHub machines securely shred and recycle 
old PVC cards. They issue new biodegradable 
cards without packaging or delivery miles. A 

sustainable solution.

Core services

A capable solution



It’s mobile first
Customers control the process 
from their mobile app. 

It’s fast
Customers get a card in 2 
minutes instead of 5 days. 

Why CardHub?

Is better for consumers

It’s environment friendly
Customers can choose a 
sustainable alternative.

It’s local
Customers choose where and 
when they collect a new card.



Why CardHub?

Is better for society

Circular manufacturing
6.4 billion cards hit landfill each 
year. We securely reuse old 
plastic PVC cards to avoid this.

We issue biodegradable
Our cards degrade in 1 year in 
landfill not 1,000. 

It comes naked
We eliminate all packaging. Our 
cards come out naked.

We reduce waste
Delivery miles, fraudulent cards, 
stock waste is all eliminated.



Out of branch network

Deployment options

CardHub is a versatile solution that can be deployed almost anywhere.

We can equip a branch network, deploy at a strategic location or issuers 
can subscribe to the multi-bank network we are building.

Branch
Dedicated units providing an enhanced in-branch customer experience. 
Capex or Opex solutions available.

Dedicated out of Branch
Dedicated units positioned at strategic locations or partnerships - for 
example major retailers or airports. Capex or Opex solutions available.

SAS out of Branch network
Much like traditional ATM networks, we are 
building a network of machines in high footfall 
locations through which any issuer can issue 
cards to any customer.

Network as as service, issuers pay as they use.

Out of branch network to commence in Q2 
2020.



Why CardHub?

Certified, fast and secure
Our certified cloud platform and advanced printers enables us to create any card 
(plastic or virtual) on behalf of any integrated issuer from any CardHub machine. 

Our machines also shred and recycle existing PVC card stock, reusing the plastic and 
removing it from landfill.

Key Features

CardHub is a complete service - hardware, software, mobile integration, advertising 
content management, servicing, maintenance and stocking.

CardHub machines house Entrust Datacard re-transfer printers that emboss, encode 
and print debit or credit cards of any design.

● Card creation from blank white card stock to any design
● Supports up to 6 chip types per machine
● 2 minute printing time

We provide a library of APIs to integrate services within existing consumer banking 
apps or teller software.

CardHub is a complete PCI-CP and GDPR compliant solution, certified by Visa and 
Mastercard and has the ability to create and issue cards on the Visa, Mastercard, 
Amex and Union Pay schemes.

Empowering people to get 
on with their lives.



We build award winning technology and networks that transform how sensitive and personalised items are created and delivered locally. 
We are passionate about creating great customer experiences and sustainable solutions that disrupt traditional and wasteful supply 
chains. Our expertise is in creating seamless experiences between the digital and physical world with a mobile led strategy.

We work with some of the world’s largest companies and through our networks they sell to millions of consumers each year.

If a customer needs a product instantly, it needs to be personalised to them and it must be delivered securely, we can meet that need.

7 of 10
Largest UK airports

UK’s #1
Private car company

World’s #1
Government Visa 

Processor

World’s #1
Insurance company

World’s #1
Retail centre 

operator

SAS Trusted by industry leaders

Company

Why SA Systems?



CardHub enables issuers to instantly issue sustainable plastic and virtual cards to 
customers via advanced self-service machines.

Any card. Any bank. Any branch. Any scheme. Anywhere.

SA Systems London
41 Tabernacle Street
Shoreditch
London
EC2A 4AA
+44 (0) 207 336 0010

sales@sasystems.com


